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Eulerian Calculus, H: An Extension of 
Han's Fundamental Transformation 
ROBERT J. CLARKE AND DOMINIQUE FOATA t 
In our first Eulerian Calculus paper, we introduced the k-descent and k-excedance statistics 
on words, considered various bijections associated with them and calculated their distributions, 
In this paper we consider the k-major and k-den statistics and show that the joint des-maj 
and exc-den distributions of that k-extension are identical. We also consider the generating 
functions for these statistics. 
Dans notre premier article sur le Calcul Eulrrien, nous avons introduit les statistiques k- 
descentes et k-exc~dances sur les roots, construit les diffrrentes bijections associ~es et calcul6 
leurs distributions. Dans le prrsent article nous considrrons l'indice k-majeur et la statistique 
k-den et montrons que les distributions jointes des-maj et exc-den de cette k-extension sont 
identiques. Nous considrrons aussi les fonctions grnrratrices de ces statistiques. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is the second one of a series of three articles (see [6] and [7]. for the 
other two), in which we investigate further extensions of  the classical Eulerian Calculus 
that involves, first, the constructions of transformations on the symmetric group and 
related structures, then, explicit calculations of distributions of  order statistics on those 
structures. 
We use the same notations as in the previous paper, but for convenience sake we 
recall them here. First, X is a fixed non-empty set, referred to as an alphabet, on 
which a total ordering D is defined. If x, y e X and (x, y) E D we will write x <o Y 
or simply x < y if no confusion can arise. We will normal ly take X to be the subset 
[ r ]  = {1,2 . . . . .  r} (r >_ 1), but D need not be the standard ordering on [ r ] .  We also 
have a fixed integer, k, such that 0 < k < r and j = r - k. The letters 1 . . . . .  j will be 
called small  and the letters j + 1 . . . . .  r large. We say that D is compatible with k if, 
for all x large and y small, we have x > y. We also introduce a small l e t te r ,  which 
is greater than any small letter of X. 
The free monoid generated by X will be denoted by X*. The elements of  X* are 
finite words w = x lx2 . . .  Xm with letters xi taken from X. When we wish to stress the 
fact that a word has both small and large letters, we will speak of weighted word. A 
word w' is said to be a rearrangement of the word w if  it can be obtained from w by 
permuting the letters x), x2 . . . . .  xm in some order. 
Let c = (c~ . . . . .  cj) and d =(d l  . . . . .  dk) be two vectors with positive integer 
components. Also let c = cl + . . .  + cj, d = d l+ . . .  + dk and c + d = m. The class of  
all m!/ (c l !  . . .  c j !d l !  . . .  dk!) rearrangements of the word l cl . . .  j c j ( j  + 1)d' . . .  ra, will 
be denoted by R(c, d) or by C(v) ,  where v is a given word in R(c, d). 
Let w = x~x2. . .xm and let ~ = y~y2. . .Ym be its non-decreasing rearrangement 
(with respect o a given ordering D). As in the previous paper, we say that the word w 
has a k-excedance at i (1 < i < m), if either xi > Yi, or xi = Yi and xi large. We also 
say that w has a k-descent at i ( l  < i < m), if either xi > xi+l, or xi = xi+l and xi 
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large. (By convention, Xm+l = *.) The numbers of k-excedances and k-descents of a 
word w are denoted by exc, w and desk w. We will sometimes use the notations exck.n 
and desk,n if we need to draw attention to the ordering D. 
In our first paper [6] we showed that for each ordering D compatible with k > 0 the 
statistics "desk" and "exck" were equidistributed on each rearrangement class R(e, d) 
and proved certain invariance properties on the distributions of those statistics. Actually, 
we constructed a bijection O, of each rearrangement class R(c, d) onto itself that 
satisfied desk w = eXCk Ok(W), identically. Hence for each rearrangement class R(c, d) 
the generating polynomials Y~w tde~ w and Y]w t~xck w (w ~ R(e, d)) are equal. Let Ac(t) 
be their common value. It was also shown that the generating function for those 
polynomials could be expressed as 
(1.1) 
uC~ 
~d (1 - -~  ~-+d+l ac'd(t) = E Is 
, s>O 
(1 + vl)*.. .(1 +Vk) s 
(1 - -U l )S+l . . . (1  --Uj) s+l' 
where u c ct q v~'. a, u I u/ and v d .. The object of this paper is to extend those __-- . . .  ~ 1) k . 
results to joint statistics involving "deSk" and "eXCk" and thereby propose a natural 
q-extension of all of those results. 
As usual, let (a; q)n denote the q-ascending factorial 
1, if n = 0; 
(a; q)n = (1 - a)(1 - aq) . . .  (1 - aqn-1), if n _> 1. 
Then, a natural q-analogue of (1.1) can read 
(1.2) uCvd Ac.d(t, q) = E t s (--qvx; q)s . . . (--qvk; q), 
E (t; q)c+a+l (ul; q),+! . (uj; q)s+l " c,d s~0 
One of the purposes of this paper to show that the coefficient Acoa(t, q) on the left-hand 
side of (1.2) is actually a polynomial with integral coefficients; more essentially, to 
show that Ac.a(t, q) is the generating polynomial for a bivariate statistic (desk, maj k) 
over the rearrangement class R(e, d). The statistic "majk" will be defined shortly. 
The main motivation of the paper is, however, to extend Han's construction 
[14] to weighted words. This consists, first, of finding an appropriate extension 
"dent" of the Denert statistic "den," defined by Han, then, of constructing an 
explicit bijection p of each rearrangement class R(e,d) onto itself such that 
(desk, majk)(w) = (exck, denk)p(w) holds identically. 
In his treatise on Combinatory Analysis, MacMahon [16] defined the major index, 
majw, of a word w =x lx2 . . .Xs  as the sum of the i's such that 1 < i  < m-  1 
and xi > xi+l. As this statistic has been the ideal companion to "des" for deriving 
q-analogues of the Eulerian numbers (see [2, 3, 4, 9, 13, 17, 19, 20]), it is natural 
to look for a statistic related to "maj" to obtain a q-extension of the distribution of 
"deSk." Here we define the k-major index, majk w, of w ----- x lx2. . .  Xm tO be the sum of 
all i 's (1 < i < m) such that i is a k-descent in w. 
The crucial problem is to define the appropriate statistic "denk," the companion of 
"eXCk." The Mahonian statistic "den" was introduced by Denert [8] on permutations and 
it was shown by Foata and Zeilberger [10] that the joint distribution of "exc" and "den" 
was Euler-Mahonian. To be more exact, it was shown that over any rearrangement 
class C(v) the two polynomials ~'-~wtexewq denuJ and ~'~.wtdeSWq majw were equal. The 
definition of "den" was extended in [14] to the case of words with possible repetition 
of letters. Han constructed an explicit bijection that transformed the pair (exc, den) to 
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(des, maj). Our definition of the new statistic "denk" (or "denk.o" when we wish to 
stress the role of the ordering D) rests upon an extension of the notion of "cyclic 
intervals" already introduced by Han [14] in his definition of "den." That extension, 
called k-cyclic interval, is defined as follows. 
Let S = {1 . . . . .  j} be the set of small elements of X and let L = {j + 1 . . . . .  r} be 
the set of large elements of X. Let Srn~ be the largest small letter of X (under the 
ordering D). Besides the small letter • that satisfies Sm~x <o * <o b for any letter b 
greater than Sma~, we also adjoin to X a large letter c~ that is greater than every letter 
of X. Define X + to be X U {*, ~}.  Similarly, L + = L U {oo} and S + = S U {,}. 
If Y is any totally ordered set and a, b ~ Y, the cyclic interval ]a,  b] has been 
defined in [14] as 
(a,b], if a < b; 
(1.3) ]a ,b ]  = Y \ (b,a], otherwise. 
Thus ]a, a] = 0. 
In our context it is necessary to modify the definition. Let a and b be elements 
of X +. Then we define ]a, b] by equation (1.3), where Y = X +. Further, we define 
]a, b]k by 
(1.4) ]a,b]~ = 
a, b], 
]a ,b ]U{a},  
"]a, b'~ \ {b}, 
]a ,b ]  tO {a} \ {b}, 
X + , 
if a, b ~ S÷; 
i fa  EL  +, bE  S+; 
i fa  ES +, bE  L+; 
if a, b ~ L+, a ~ b; 
i fa=b~L +. 
The elements of X + can be visualized as points on a circle (or a square !) as 
shown on Fig. 1. The k-cyclic intervals ~a, b]~ must be read counterclockwise. The 
path - -~ on the S+-part shows that whenever a is small, the interval ]a,  b]k is of the 
form "(a . . . .  " (or "]a . . . .  " in the French notation) so that a ¢~ ]a, b]k; also whenever 
b is small, ]a,  b]k =. . - ,  b] and then b ~ ]a,  b]k. On the contrary, the path- -~ on 
the L+-part shows that ]a,b]k = [a . . . .  and so a ~ ]a ,b]k  whenever a is large; but 
]a,  b L . . . .  , b) (or . . . .  b[) whenever b is large and then b • ]a,  b]k. When D is 
compatible with k, the small letters lie between ~ and ,,  and the large ones between *
and oo, still reading the square counterclockwise; also ] , ,  oo]k = L. 
a 
S + 
b 
It 
FIGURE I. 
k 
-~b 
L + 
=aa 
Let w = x lx2. . .  Xm be a word on the letters in X. Put Xm+l = *, Xm+2 = OO. For 
i = 1 . . . . .  m + 2 let Facti w be the left factor xl . . .  xi_l of w and for each subset B 
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of X let Facti w A B be the subword of Facti w consisting only of those letters of 
Fact/w that arein B. Furthermore, let IFact; w tq BI denote the length of that subword. 
Now let ~ = YlY2.. .  ym the non-decreasing rearrangement of a word w = xlx2.. .Xm. 
The denk-coding of w is defined to be the sequence (Si)l<_i<_m+l, where 
/ ]Fact, w n Ix,, Y']tl' if 1 < i < m; 
(1.5) si = | [w fq LI, if i = m + 1; 
and the statistic dent w to be 
m+l 
(1.6) denk w = E si. 
i=1 
Consider the the set X = {1,2,3,4,5} with the ordering 1 < 2 < 4 < 3 < 5 
and assume that 1, 2 and 3 are small, while 4 and 5 are large (i.e., j = 3, 
(w  ~)  (131244335~)  is easily k=2,  r =5) .  Then denkw for k =2 and = 5131424 
calculated using Fig. 1. For instance, [Facuw n]3 ,a ]z  [ = 13,5, 1 n[5,  1, 2}1 = 2. 
Hence (si) = (0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 2, 3, 3, 8, 4) and den2 w = 22. 
Our first result is the invariance principle for "maj", a simple extension of the 
corresponding result for the case k = 0 proved in [9, Proposition 2.1]. This result 
includes of course Theorem 3.1 of [6]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let V be a fixed word in X* and let D and E be total orderings on 
X = [ r ]. Assume that both D and E are compatible with k. Then there is a bijection 
lz on C(v) = R(c, d) such that for all w E C(v), 
(dest.o, majk.o) w = (deSk.E, majk. E) /z(w). 
The proof of this Theorem occupies section 2. As explained earlier, our main result 
is the following theorem, proved in section 4. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let v be a fixed word in X* and let D be an ordering on X 
compatible with k. Then there is a bijection p of C(v) onto itself such that for all 
w ~ C(v), 
(1.5) (desk, majt) (w) = (exct, dent) p(w). 
To complete this circle of results, we must prove the invariance principle for "den" 
which may be stated in the following form. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let v be a fixed word in X* and let D and E be total orderings on 
X = [r].  Then there is a bijection ~ on C(v) = R(c,d) such that for all w ~ C(v), 
(exct.o, dent.o) w = (exck.e, dent.E) 8(w). 
This result is proved in section 5 of the current paper. It includes Theorem 3.3 of 
[6] 
There are essentially two parts in the paper. The first sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 are of 
algorithmic nature and rest upon non-commutative algebraic techniques developed by 
Schtitzenberger [18] and discussed in the book by Lothaire [15]. For the constructions 
of the bijection p in section 4 and of Go and Ce in section 5 we need two tools: 
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an appropriate word factorization and a commutation rule. It is noteworthy that the 
k-factorisation i troduced in section 4 suggests that further classical word factorizations 
should be reconsidered in the context of bi-alphabets with two classes of letters, large 
and small. The second tool is the Han transposition discussed in the next" section, that 
is mainly an adaptation of what Han [14] has developed in his seminal paper. 
The last sections 6, 7 and 8 deal with classical techniques in the context of q-series. 
We first calculate the distribution of (desk, majk) (and then that of (exc,, denk) by 
Theorem 1.2). More precisely, let 
Ac.a(t, q) = y~ t aes* w qmaj, w 
Wit 
(w ~ R(c, d)) 
be the generating function for the pair (des,, majk) over the class R(c, d). In section 6 
we first calculate the recurrence relations for Ac.a(t,q). Then, in section 7, we 
successfully integrate a system of partial q-difference quations to prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4. The factorial generating function for the polynomials Ac.a(t, q) 
satisfies identity (1.2). 
In section 8 we specialize the calculation of Ac.a(t,q) to the symmetric group 
and develop an algebra of q-polynomials that interpolate the classical q-Eulerian 
polynomials in a very natural manner. 
An alternate set-up for sections 2-5 would have been to keep the natural ordering 
on X, construct he bijection p on each rearrangement class R(c, d) and study the 
invariance of the distributions of the statistics under the action of the permutations of 
the multiplicities (cl . . . . .  cj, d~ . . . . .  dk) of the letters 1, 2 . . . . .  r. We have preferred to 
state and prove our results in the context of total orderings on X, i.e., under the action 
of the permutations of the letters of X. 
2. THE INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR THE k-MAJOR INDEX 
Let w = xlx2. . ,  x,~ be a word in X*. Then the k-major index majk.D W i$ defined by 
majk,o w = y~{i : i < i < m, w has a k-descent at i}. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We simplify the notation by suppressing the subscript k 
from "des" and "maj", and we refer to D-descents and E-descents of a word w in 
the obvious way. Without loss of generality, we may assume that D is the standard 
ordering on X = [r] and that E is obtained from D by interchanging the order of two 
adjacent letters i and i + 1. Since E is compatible with k, either i + 1 < j ,  i.e., both i 
and i + 1 are small, or i > j ,  i.e., both i and i + 1 are large. 
Case (a): suppose that i + I _< j .  Let w be a word in C(v). Write w in the form 
w = ulvlu2v2 . . .u .v . ,  where each ut is a word in the letters i, i + 1 and each v~ is a 
word in X \ {i,i + 1}. (Note that either or both of ul, v. may be empty.) 
Consider any one of the subwords ut. Write in bold-face all the factors of Ul of 
form (i + 1)i. Replace each maximal factor of ut of form iP(i + 1)q that does not 
involve any bold-face letters by the factor (i + 1)qiP. Finally, replace each bold-face 
factor (i + 1)i by the ..factor i(i + 1), to obtain a word u~. Then the factor (i + 1)i 
occurs in ut in exactly those places in which the factor i(i + 1) occurs in u' t. Thus ut 
has a D-descent in exactly those places at which u~ has an E-descent. 
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Now put/z(w) ' ' ' Clearly/.t(w) ~ C(v) and = UlUIU2U 2 • . .  14nU n. 
(deso, majo) w = (desE, maje) /z(w). 
Since # is obviously a bijection, the result follows. 
Case (b): suppose on the other hand that i > j .  Let w = UlOlU2/)2. . .  Unl) n as before. 
For each factor ut, form u~ in exactly the same way as in Case (a), except that the 
places of i and i + 1 in the algorithm should be interchanged. Thus the factor i(i + 1) 
will occur in ut in exactly those places in which the factor (i + 1)i occurs in u~. Thus 
ut will fail to have a D-descent in exactly those places at which u~ fails to have an 
E-descent. Now, putting/.t(w) = u'lVlU'2V2...U'nVn, the proof proceeds as before. [7 
Remark. Define the D-ligne of route of w to be the set, ligne o w, of all i such that 
1 < i < m and w has a k-descent at i. The above proof shows that under the same 
assumptions we also have 
ligne o w = ligne E/z(w). 
3. THE DEN STATISTIC 
In this section we derive an alternate definition of majk, involving the k-cyclic 
intervals as in the definition of denk (given in (1.3) and (1.4)). Then we define the 
statistic "den" on biwords and describe the "Han transposition", a way of manipulating 
biwords that preserves the statistics "den" and "exc". 
3.1. The k-Major Index 
Let w --- x lx2. . .xm be a word on the letters in X. As in section 1, put Xm+l = *, 
Xm+2 = OO and for i = 1 . . . . .  m + 2 let Fact/w be the left factor xl . . .x i_ l  of w 
and let IFacti w tq BI denote the length of the subword of Facti w the letters of which 
belong to a subset B of X. 
Our purpose is to give the following extension of a result of Hart [14, Theorem 
2.10)] that was derived for the case k = 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  D is compatible with k, then for each word w = x lx2. . .  Xm, 
(3.1) 
m+l 
majkw = y~ IFacti wA ~xi,xi+llkl.  
i=1 
Theorem 3.1 rests upon the next two lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
the notation A ~ B denotes the union of the multisets A and 
{1, 1,2} ~ {2,3} = I1, 1,2,2,3}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a, b E X +. Then 
In the first one 
B. For example, 
(i) ~a,b]k 
(ii) ~a, b ]k t~ ]b, oo'~k 
= X + \ ]b, a]k, whenever a ~ b 
{ ]a,  oo]k t~ X+, i f a>bora=bEL+;  
= ]a,  oo]~, otherwise. 
Proof. Both parts of this Lemma are easily verified by considering the various 
possible cases. For part (ii), recall that ]a,  a'~k equals X + if a is large and is empty 
otherwise. [7 
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Now let w = x lx2 . . ,  x, be a word on X U {*} and define 
maj' w=~-"~{ i : l  < i<n-1 ,  w hasak-descent a t i  }; 
(i.e., in "maj'" we do not count any descent at the end of w.) 
LEMMA 3.3. Let w = x~x2. . .x ,  be a word on X U {.}. Then 
(3.2) 
n- I  
maj' w= ~-~ IFacti w n ]x i ,x i+ l ]~l  + IFact. w n Ix. ,  OcIkl. 
i=1 
Proof. We use induction on n. The result is clearly true for n = 1, so suppose it is 
true for n - 1. Then 
n - l ,  i fwhasak-descentat  n - l ;  
maj ' to  - ma j 'x l  . . . x . _ l  = O, otherwise. 
Let S. denote the fight-hand side of equation (3.2). Then 
S. - S.-i = IFact._l to n 
- -  ]Fact._l 
= I Fact._ 1 w n 
- IFactn_l 
= IFact.-1 w n 
]x.-,.x.]~l+lFact. ton]x.,oo]~l 
to n ]xn-,. oo]~1 
]x.-,.x.]~l + lFact.-, ton ]x..oo]~l 
ton~x.-1,~]~l+lx.-,n]x..oo]~l 
(Ix._,. xd~ ~ Ix.. ~]~)1 
-IFact._, wn ]lx._,, ~jL I + Ixo-, n Ix., ~ l l  
IFact._, nx+ I 
+ Ix.-, n Ix., ~]~1, i fwhasak-descentatn -1 ;  
Ix._, n ~x., ~]k l '  otherwise; 
n - 1, if w has a k-descent at n - 1; 
0, otherwise, 
by Lemma 3.2. Hence the result follows. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now completed as follows. Assume without loss of 
generality that D is the usual ordering on X. Let w' ----xlx2... xm *. Then 
maj k w = maj' w' 
= ~ IFacti w' n ]x i ,x i+ l ] , l  + I Factm+, w n ]x.+l ,  oo],1 
i=1 
m+l 
= ~ IFacti w n ]xi, xi+,], I , 
i=1 
since by convention we put Xm+ 1 = *, Xra+2 = 00. r] 
The above result is not true without the assumption of compatibility. 
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3.2. Biwords and Words 
(u) A biword is a two rowed matrix ~ = , where u and w are words in X* of the 
w 
same length. The biword ,v is called a circuit if u is a rearrangement of w. A circuit 
,, = {YJ Y2 .-- Ym } is a cycle, if Ym = xl and Yi = xi+l for i = 1,. . . .  m -- 1. We will 
\ Xl X2 Xm / 
write this cycle as ot = [xlx2...Xm] = [w], where w = XlX2...Xm. 
/ 
U ~t 
Consider the { ), where u = YlY2... Ym and w = x lx2. . .  Xm. An ordering D biword 
\ to  / 
of X being given, we define 
(u) (3.3) exc~ = I{i : 1 < i < m and xi > Yi or xi = Yi ~ L+}I; 
tO 
ra 
(3.4) denk (u )  = ~ iFacti w tq ]xi, Yi]k]. 
tO 
i=1 
If N is the non-decreasing rearrangement of w, then clearly 
(3.5) exck (w~) = exc, w; 
and by (1.5) and (1.6) 
(3.6) denk w = denk (w ~ ) 
Note that if D is compatible with k, 
(3.7) 
+ lwnL I .  
3.3. The Han Transposition 
Let x, y, a, b ~ X t3 {,}. Then a and b are neighbours with respect o (x, y) if both 
a and b are in ]y ,x]k  or neither in ]y ,x]k .  Otherwise, a and b are strangers with 
respect o (x, y). 
LEMMA 3.4. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) a and b are neighbours with respect o (x, y); 
(ii) ]a N ]y,x]~] = Ib N]y ,x ]k ] :  
(iii) a and b are neighbours with respect o (y, x); 
(iv) laN ]b, Y]kl = I an  ]b,x]kl;  
(v) ]a,X]k ~ ]b, y]k = ]a, y]k t~ ]b,X]k. 
LEMMA 3.5. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) a and b are strangers with respect o (x, y); 
(ii) laf3 ]y,x]k I = 1- IbN ]y ,x]k l :  
(iii) a and b are strangers with respect o (y, x); 
(iv) la n ]b, Y]kl = I b n ]a, xLI. 
Proof. These two lemmas follow from the similar results [14, Lemma 3.2 and 
Lemma 3.3]. The only special cases that arise are when two of a, b, x, y are equal and 
large. 
1. If a = b ~ L then a and b are neighbours and the results are trivial. 
2. If x = y ~ L then ]y,  X]k = X + and a and b are neighbours. The results now 
follow. 
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3. Suppose that a =x  ~ L and b ,y  7~a. Then a ¢ ]y ,a ]k .  So a and b are 
neighbours if and only if b ¢ ]y,a]k. But b f~ ]y,a]k if and only if a ¢ ]b, Y]r as 
b ~ a. Hence a and b are neighbours if and only if [an ]b, Y]kl = 0 = la n ]ib, x]k I, 
as a ¢ ]b ,x ]k  = ]b,a]k. Now let a and b be neighbours and suppose that b < y < a: 
Then 
and 
]a,x]k ~ ]b, Y]k = (XU{*})~]b,Y]k,  
]a,  Y'~k ~ ]b, X]k = ]a,  Y]k ~ ]b, a]k = (X U {*})~ ]b,  Y]k" 
The other cases may be treated similarly. [7 
Now let (x~)  be a biword of length two. Following [14] we define the Han 
transposition T by 
(y x) 
ab " (:x), 
if a and b are neighbours; 
if a and b are strangers 
(U)  (Y, Y2 ... Ym) with respect to (x, y). If a = = is a biword of length m and 
W X 1 X 2 . . .  Xra 
1 _<i < m, we define T/a to be the biword obtained when the biword 3 = (Yi Yi+z 
\ Xi X i+l  / 
consisting of the i-th and i + l-st columns of ~ is replaced by Tfl. 
For instance, using the ordering 1 < 2 < 3 < * < 4 < 5 < e~ with 1,2,3 
(3 ~) ( :31)  since 1, 4 ~ ]3, 412 = {*,, while small and 4,5 large we have T 4 = ' 
T (~ 53) = (53 21), for ]2, 512 = {3,*, 4}. 
LEMMA3.6. Let ~ = be a biword of length m and let 1 <_ i < m. Then 
W 
(exck, denD Tin = (eXCk, denk) ~. 
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.4 and' 3.5, exactly as in [14, Lemma 5.2]. [7 
3.4. The Transformation Tz~ 
Let Zl, z2 be two distinct letters of XU{.} and v be a word of length ( in -1 )  (m >_ 1) 
in the alphabet X U {,} \ {z2}. Denote by ~(v, zl, z2) the set of all biwords ~ = , 
w 
where u is the non-decreasing rearrangement of uz2 and w is any rearrangement of 
vzl. Thus u has one occurrence of z2, while w has none. However the occurrences of 
the other letters are the same, except for zl that occurs one more time in w than in u. 
If z2 is the i-th letter in. the word u, the product Tm-l"" T~+ITi will transform 
into a biword of the form ~' = ( u'z2 ~. Then, either u' and has no occurrence of Yl, 
\w'yl / 
in which case Yl = zl and w' must be a rearrangement of u', or Yl does occur in u'. 
(u'z2 ~. In the latter case, the righimost occurrence In the former case, define Tz2(~) = \ w'zl 
/ 
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of Yl in u' is, say, its i'-th letter. Then the product Tin-2"-" Ti,+l T~, transforms or' into 
a biword of the form or" = ( u"y~z2 ~ Again, either u" and has no occurrence of Y2, 
\ w"y2Y l / "  
in which case Y2 = zl and w" must be a rearrangement of u", or Y2 does occur in u". 
(u"ylz2 ~ In the latter case, we continue the same In the former case, define Tz2(u) = \w"z ly l / "  
procedure as before by moving the rightmost occurrence of Y2 in u" to the right of u". 
After finitely many steps we reach a biword a ct) = ( utt)Yt-l"'" ylz2 ) ,  where u ct) has 
\ w (t) yt . . .  y2yl / 
no occurrence of Yr. Then necessarily Yt = zl and w ~l) is a rearrangement of u (t). (Note 
that u Ct) may be empty.) Define ul = u (t), wl = w (t), vl = Yt-i . . .  Y2Y~ and 
U(I) y l_ l  . . . ( YlZ2 
(3.9) Tz2(a) = °t(l) = / "wlz lv l  \ w (l) Yt . . .  Y2Y~ 
Thus for each ~ in ~(v, Zl, z2) there is a well-defined product of Han transpositions 
that maps a onto a biword of the form (u lv lz2~ where u! is the non-decreasing 
\ l / j l  Zl Vl / '  
rearrangement of wl with no occurrence of zl. 
Denote by ~(v ,z , , z2 )  the set of biwords of the previous form " (UlVlZ2- ]. 
\ /./31Z1"01 / 
L~MMA 3.7. The mapping T:2 : ~(v,  Zl, z2) ---> ~(v, zl, z2) is a bijection. 
Proof. Let %(VZl) the set of all rearrangements of VZl. Then the mapping (u) w ~ is evidently a bijection of ~(vzl )  onto %(v, zl, z2). On the other hand, each 
w 
word w in %(vzl) has a unique factorization of the form (wl, zlvl)  where wl has no 
(/ ' l l  1)1Z2 ~ 
occurrence of Zl. Hence the mapping w r-> where ul is the non-decreasing 
X Wl Z2/31 / '  
rearrangement of wj, is also a bijection of %(vzl) onto ~(v, zl, z2). Thus, those two 
sets, as well as C~(v, zl, z2), have the same cardinalities. 
Keeping the same notations we see that Tz2 is the product of Han transpositions of 
the form 
(Tm-t"" T/,,,+l T/,,,)--. (Tm-2"" T/,+I Ti,)(Tm-I "'" T,.+~ Ti). 
To reverse Tz2 it suffices to determine l and the indices i (t) . . . . .  i', i directly from 
the biword (u lv l z2~ in ~(v,z~,z2) .  But 1 is the length of vlz2. Next, when the first 
\ Wl Zl 1)1 / 
letter of vl is moved just before the itt)-th letter of ul, the resulting word u tt-l) is 
non-decreasing. In the same manner, the other indices, in particular, i', i, indicate where 
to move the other letters of Vl and finally z2 to the left to obtain a non-decreasing 
word on the top row. 0 
Remark 3.8. The inverse mapping applied to the biword (UlVlZ2) in ~(ul vl, Zl, z2) 
\ Wl Zl'I) I
is derived by moving to the left, to the first position where the resulting word is 
not-decreasing, successively the first, the second . . . . .  the last letter z2 of the word vl z2, 
the moves being made by means of the Han transpositions as defined in (3.8). The 
inverse mapping is then independent of z2 and will be denoted by T -1. 
4. THE DEN-MAJ BIJECTION 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. We assume that the ordering D is compatible 
with k, and in fact that D is the standard ordering on X = [ r ]. It will be convenient 
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to use the terminology of words (see, e.g., [15]): for instance, if w is the juxtaposition 
product w = wlw2w3, then each wi (i = 1,2, 3) is a factor of w; wl (resp. w3) is 
a left factor (resp. right factor) of w. If y is a letter and w a non-decreasing word, we 
will write y < w (resp. y < w), if y is less than (resp. less than or equ~il to) all the 
letters in w. 
As for the first fundamental transformation described in [5 or 15, chap, 10] and 
Han's fundamental bijection [14] we need an appropriate word factorization besides the 
Han transposition described in the previous section. That factorization can be built as 
follows. 
Let z ~ X U {.} and let v be a word in that alphabet; then the word zv is said to be 
k-dominant, if z is large and all letters in v are greater than or equal to z, or if z is 
small and all small letters in v are less than or equal to z. 
Every word in the alphabet X U {.} has a unique factorization (zlvl, z2v2 . . . . .  z.v.)  
(the zi's are letters and the vi's words), called its k-factorization, having the following 
properties: 
(i) w = ZlVlZ2O2... Znl)n'~ 
(ii) each factor zivi is k-dominant (1 < i < n); 
(iii) there exists an integer l (1 < l  < n) such that zl > z2 > " "  > zt >*  and 
Zl+l < Zl+2 < "'" < Zn ~_~ *. 
The k-factorization of a word w may be obtained as follows: a letter z of w is 
called a k-record, if either z is large and all letters to the left of z are larger than z, or 
z is small and all small letters to the left of z are smaller than z. The k-factorization 
of w is then obtained by cutting w before each k-record. 
The notions of k-factorization and k-records are illustrated in Fig. 2. The alphabet 
consists of five small letters 1, 2, 3, 4 , .  and k = 5 large letters 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 with the 
ordering 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < • < 5 < 6 < 7 < 8 < 9. The k-factorization of the word w 
consists of seven factors materialized by continuous polygonal ines, the rightmost one 
being a single point. Each k-record is the beginning of a continuous polygonal ine and 
is represented by a "bullet" o. 
\ /  / 
\ 
\ 
9 
8 / 
7/  
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
w=7 8 
J/ / 
/ \/ 
\ /  
2 1 2 5 7 2 3 2 6 9  
\ 
/ 
\ /  
9 7 9 6 8 6  521 2 4 6 5 .  
FIGURE 2. 
The k-factorization appears to be the product (in a sense that can be precised) of 
two factorizations, the decreasing factorization (the first two factors in the previous 
example) by the increasing factorization (the next five factors), the large letters playing 
no role in the definitions of those rightmost five factors. 
The main property of the k-factorization on which our transformation is based is the 
following: let (ZI1)I, Z21)2 . . . . .  ZnVn) be the k-factorization of a word w. Then, 
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(4.1) for each i = 1 . . . . .  n - 1 no letter in the left factor zlvl ...zi/3i is equal to 
zi+l or is stricily between zi and zi+l. Let Wl be any rearrangement of that factor; 
then the k-factorization of wlzi+lvi+l . . .z .vn has the same rightmost (n -  i ) factors 
zi+lvi+l . . . . .  z.v.  as w and the same rightmost (n - i + 1) k-records zi, zi+l . . . . .  z. 
as  w.  
Consider a biword ,v = where: (1) ul, u2, wl are words in the alphabet 
Wl ZU2 ) '  
X U {,}; (2) ul is the non-decreasing rearrangement of wl; (3) z is a k-record of the 
word wjzu2. Such a biword is called a supercycle. A supercycle is said to be initial, if 
ul and wl are empty. The notion of final supercycle will be defined shortly. 
LEMMA 4.1. / f  Ot is a supercycle, the factorization 
(4.2) u = , 
Wl ZU2 
where u l is the non-decreasing rearrangement of some left factor of the bottom word 
of ot and where z is a k-record of the bottom word, is unique. The factorization (4.2) 
is called the canonical form of a. 
Proof. If there were two factorizations 
w, zu2 / w', 
I I  . . . .  we could suppose lull < u'l • Then u2 = vz u 2 and zu2 = zvz u 2 for some k-dominant 
fact°r zv and °t c°uld be written as °t = ( ul l zv u'2°°)z'u' 2 . As z ~ z' by (4.1), the left 
factor u' 1 = ulvz' would not be a rearrangement of w' 1 = wlzv. 
Ul u2Oo~ Let a = be a supercycle written in its canonical form and let 
1/31 Z U2 ,] 
(zlvl,z2v2 . . . . .  ZnVn) be the k-factorization of zu2. Then the following factorization 
of a, indicated by vertical bars, 
Wl Zl/31 22/32 Zn/3n J 
is well defined. Call it the k-factorization of the supercycle c~. The (positive) integer n, 
which is the number of factors in the k-factorization of zu2, is called the index of a 
and denoted by index(a). A supercycle a is said to be final, if its index is equal to 1. 
We first describe a transformation r on supercycles that decreases their indices 
whenever they are not final. Let ot be a supercycle as shown in (4.3), supposed to be 
not final, so that n > 2. With the notations of (3.9) the left factor - (UlVlZ2~ of the 
- Wl  Zl O 1 
supercycle oe is an element of ~(Ul/31, zl, z2). Apply the inverse transformation T -1, as 
described in Remark 3.8, to that left factor. We get a biword w~ ~ %(u~/31, zi, z2), 
i.e., a biword such that u' 1' is the non-decreasing rearrangement of ul/31z2 and w' 1 is a 
rearrangement of Ul/31Zl. Then form the supercycle 
(4.4) or" ~u, l , , , , I  I -~  ) = ~ W' l Z2/32 Zn/3n " 
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Replacing the only occurrence of z2 in u'( by zl transforms u' l' into a true 
rearrangement u' I of w'j. Furthermore, u' 1 is non-decreasing because of property (4.1). 
We then obtain a supercycle 
o=(u  
113' l Z2V2 Zn13n ] " 
Moreover, the above expression derived from the k-factorization of a is precisely the 
k-factorization of or' and the rightmost k-record of w' 1 is equal to Zl (by (4.1)). Finally, 
index(a') = n - 1. Thus the mapping z : a ~-, a' is well defined and satisfies 
(4.6) index(r(a)) < index(a), 
if a is not final. 
To derive the reverse transformation a' ~ a, the k-record zl to the left of z2 in 
w' = w'lZ2V2...znvn is to be found first, then the replacement zl ~-- z2 that maps u' 1 
onto u~' (and therefore a'  onto a") can be defined without ambiguity. But that k-record 
is necessarily equal to the left-most occurrence of the smallest letter y in w' I, if all 
the letters in w' l are large, and equal to the left-most occurrence of the greatest small 
letter y in w'~, if some letters of w' 1 are small. 
In the former case we have u' 1 = yw'  3 with z2 < y _< w~; in the latter, case, 
. . . . .  Then " can be recovered by U 1 = WEYW 3, with y < z2 and w 2 < y < w 3. u I 
,, ~ z2w~, (in the former case); 
(4.7) ul = / l/')2Z2W3 ' (in the latter case). 
Thus the mapping a" ~-* a'  is perfectly reversible and defined by (4.7). 
Now to go from a" to a we simply have to apply the transformation T=2 to the 
t t  
leftmost factor ( ul, ) of a". The index z2 of the transformation T,,.. is well-defined, as 
to  1 
z2 is the first letter of the second factor of the k-factorization of a". We then recover 
a, as written in (4.3). We also have the following property. 
PROPERTY 4.2. Let v be a non-decreasing word in the alphabet X t3 {,} and let 
S(v) be the set of  the supercycles ~ = , whose bottom word wlzu2 is a 
11)1 Z u 2 
rearrangement of  v. I f  a is not initial, there is a unique [3 ~ S(v) such that r([3) = a 
and index(a) < index(/3). 
The statistics "exc," and "den," on biwords have been defined in (3.3) and (3.4). 
PROPERTY 4.3. For each supercycle a which is not final, we have 
(exc,, den,) r (a)  = (exck, den,) a. 
Proof. Use the same notations as in (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5). Lemma 3.6 implies that 
(exck,denDa" = (exck,denk)a, since a" is obtained from a by a sequence of Han 
transpositions. 
t !  
Let (Y) be the (unique) biletter of (ul,) whose top letter y is equal to z2 and suppose 
~W I 
that g )  is the l-th biletter of the word. That biletter is transformed into (~) when 
going from a" to a. If x # zl, then (~) is a k-excedance, if and only if (~) is one 
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because of property (4.1). If x = Zl, consider the two cases: (i) zl > z? and necessarily 
zl is large; (ii) zl < z2 and necessarily zl is small. In case (i) (resp. (ii)) (zl) and (z~) 
are both k-excedances (resp. both non-k-excedances). Hence exck or" = exck Or'. 
Finally, Factt w' 1 n ]x ,  z l ]  k = Factt w' 1N Ix, z2]k, as Factt w' l N (zl,z2] is empty if zl 
is small and Factt w tq [z2, zl) is empty if zl is large. Hence denk or" = denk or'. [-] 
Now consider an initial supercycle of the form ot = where w is a word W 
in the alphabet X. Then w = zu for some z ~ X and ,  is the fight-most factor in the 
k-factorization of w,.  For such a supercycle a define 
(4.8) (desk, majk)a = (desk, maj k) w (= (desk, majk)(w*) . 
PROPERTY 4.4. I f  w is a word in the alphabet X and a = is an initial 
supercycle, then * 
(exck, denk)ot = (desk, majk)ot = (desk, majk) w. 
Proof  Let w = XlX2. . .  Xm and put Xm+l = *, Xm+2 = OO. Then 
exck ( X2 X3 . . .  Xm * 7 )  
Xl X2 Xm--I Xra 
= I{i : I < i < m, xi > xi+l or xi =x i+l  ~ L}I = deSkXlX2.. .xm; 
denk(X2X3 ... Xm * oo ) 
Xl X2 Xra-I Xm * 
m+l  
= ~-~[Fact , (x lx2 . . .Xm*)n]x i ,x ,+ l ] , l=majkx ,x2 . . .Xm.  [q 
i=1  
The bijection of Theorem 1.2 is constructed as follows: 
(a) Let w = x jx2 . . .xm = xlu be a word in the alphabet X = [r] ;  form the (initial) 
supercycle ot = (7  7 ) -  
(b) Apply the mapping r to ot iteratively until a final supercycle is reached. This 
makes sense because of (4.6). Furthermore, when applying r iteratively, the letter 
, remains the rightmost letter in all the supercycles within the iteration. Denote 
~,= {w~)the  final supercycle obtained. [Then ~ is  the by non-decreasing 
x , - -  -- / 
rearrangement of w and ~.] 
(c) Define p by p(w)  = ~. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is now completed as follows. First, to each word 
w ~ C(v)  there corresponds one and only one initial supercycle defined by (a). Next 
the mapping ot ~-~ ~ is bijective by Property 4.2, as we go from ot to ~" by applying r 
iteratively until a final supercycle is reached. Finally, the mapping ~ ~ ~ is obviously 
bijective. On the other hand, the property (exck, denk)p(w) = (desk, majk)w follows 
from Properties 4.4 and 4.3 and from (3.5) and (3.7). [7 
Example. Again consider the order 1 <2<3<,<4<5<oo (k=2 and 4, 5 
large) and start with the word w = 4, 4, 5, 1, 3, 1,2, 3, 5, so that the initial supercycle 
(4511311235;  7 )  (indicating its k-factorization by vertical bars). i so t= 445 1 3123 
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First, T_I (45  ~)  (451) (145)  4 = 7"17"2 45  = 5 , so that 
a"= 454 1 31235 • 
(in the notations of (4.4)). To obtain or' = r(t~) we have to replace Z2 ~--- 1 by 
zl =4 ,  so that u2 =a '  = (445  3[1235"  7 )  T -1 (44531)  
5 1 31235 . Next 54  = 
54  = 514  514  31235 . To get 
the next supercycle we have to replace z2 = 3 by zl = 1, so that 
'v3 = 514  31235 . Next the transformation T -1 to be applied 
to 51431235 is (TsT6TTTs)(T4TsT6)(T3T4Ts)(T2T3T4), as we have to 
move the second "1", the "2", the "3" and the "," to the left. We 
then get T -1 (14451235"  / (1123"4455 / 
51431235 = 51413235 ' so that a" = 
(1123,445551413235 oo), . Finally, the "," on the top row is to be replaced by 
\ / 
the penultimate k-record, i.e., "3." We get ~ = 451413235 . Thus 
p(w) = 4,5, 1,4, 1,3,2,3,5.  We can verify that (desk, majk)w ---- (desk,majk)a = 
(exc,, den,) t~ = (exc,, denk) ~ = (exc,, denk) p(w) = (4, 18). 
5. THE INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR DEN 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3. As before, we use the notations exert, 
excE, etc., instead of exc,,n, exck.E, etc. 
Definition. Let D and E be total orderings on X. We say that E is obtained from 
D by a vital transposition if there exist letters a and b in X such that 
(i) b <n a and a covers b (i.e., there is no letter x such that b <n x <n a); 
(ii) a <E b and b covers a; 
(iii) for all x,y ~ X, if {x,y} ~ {a,b} then X'<n y if and only i fx  <E Y; 
(iv) one of a and b is large and the other is small. 
In other words, E is obtained from O by simply interchanging the order of two 
successive letters, one large and one small. 
Now let D be any total ordering on X. It is easy to see that there is a total 
ordering D' on X, compatible with k, that can be obtained from D by a sequence of 
vital transpositions. By using the bijection p of the previous section, and Theorem 1.1, 
we can verify that it suffices to prove Theorem 1.3 on the assumption that E can be 
obtained from D by a vital transposition. 
Thus for the remainder of this section we assume that E can be obtained from O by 
a vital transposition that interchanges the order of b and a. We will assume that b <n a 
and a <E b, and that b is small and a is large. In general, x, y, z will designate 
elements of X, while u, v, w will denote words in the alphabet X. We also denote 
cyclic intervals by Ix ,  Y]n or Ix ,  Y]E according as the ordering O or E is used, i.e., 
we suppress the usual subscript k. If t~ and fl are biwords, we write a n fl (resp. 
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E 
-,, fl) to mean that ot can be transformed into fl by a sequence of D-transpositions 
(resp. E-transpositions), i.e., Hart transpositions defined by means of the ordering D 
(resp. E). 
5.1. A Study of Cycles 
The following relations on cyclic intervals based upon orderings D and E are 
easily checked by looking at Fig. 3, where cyclic intervals are materialized by oriented 
rectangles. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
]b ,a ]o=~;  ]a ,b ]o=X;  ]x ,b ]n=]X ,a ]n  (x~X) ;  
]b ,a ]E=X\{a ,b} ;  ]a ,b]e={a,b};  
]x ,b ]E=]x ,a ]E~{a,b  } (x ~a,b) ;  
]x ,a ]o=]x ,a ]EU{b};  ]x ,b ]e=]x ,b ]nU{a};  
]x ,y ]n=~x,y]e  (x ,y~a,b) .  
We will use the notions of a-cycle, a \ b-cycle, (a, b)-free biword, defined as follows: 
/ \ 
(u  a )= [au], such thata  does notoccur in the an a-cycle on X is a biword y = u 
\ / 
word u. The a-cycle y = [a u] is called an a \ b-cycle if furthermore b does not occur 
in u. The notions of b-cycle and b \ a-cycle are defined in a similar way. A biword is 
said to be (a, b)-free, if it does not involve the letters a or b. 
D D 
] ] [ ] [ [ 
x b a b a x 
E E 
] [ ] [ ] [ 
x a b a b x 
FIGURE 3. 
LEMMA 5.1. If a is an (a, b)-free biword, or an a \ b-cycle, or a b \ a-cycle, then 
(5.4) (excn, denn) t~ = (excE, denE) ct. 
Proo: = (u )  = be any one of the ,oromontiono  three biwords 
Xl Xm 
If m = 1, relation (5.4) is trivial. When m >_ 2, the definition of eXCk (given in (3.3)) 
requires the comparison of the elements in each pair (xi, Yi) (1 < i < m). But such 
pairs involve at most one of the letters a or b. Accordingly, xi >o Yi if and only if 
xi >--E Yi and then exco ot = exctr or. 
For the same reason, z ~ "~xi, yi]n if and only if z ~ ]xi, yi]E. From the definition 
of denk (given in (3.4)) it follows that denna = denE or. [7 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let ot be a biword of the form : { w, ) \2 ,  Y. where F is a cycle. Then 
excoa  = excn[ wl 1 / \  +exert F; (5.5) 
\ w2 ] 
(w') + denn + l(w2)excn (5.6) denn ~ = denn 2 
where l(w2) stands for the length of w2. 
Proof. This result is essentially [14, lemma 5.5]. Again we just have to verify that 
y.) c c o, tho° lx,, y.lo if F = xl . x. 
each letter of X + with multiplicity excn F. [] 
Definition. An (a, b)-sequence is defined to be a sequence of biwords 
cr = (~o,  y~ . . . . .  ×h) (h >__ 0) ,  
where ~0 is an (a,b)-free biword (possibly empty) of the form (w0'~ f-~o being 
\ / to 0 
the non-decreasing rearrangement of the word Wo), and where each y,. is either an 
a \ b-cycle or a b \ a-cycle. 
If a = (~o, Fl . . . . .  Yh) is an (a, b)-sequence, the juxtaposition product of the biwords 
w~oF1... Fh will be denoted by {a}. 
LEMMA 5.3. I f  a is an (a, b)-sequence, then 
(5.7) (excn, denn){a} = (exce, exce){a}. 
Proof. If a = (~0, Fx . . . . .  Yh), then 
exco{a} = exco ~o + exco F1 + "'" + exco Vh 
= exce ~o + exce FJ + "'" + exce Fh 
= excE{,r}.  
In the same manner 
denn{a} = denn Wo + denn 1/1 + l(wo) excn Yl 
+ ... + denn Yh + l(woV2... Yh-l) excn ?'h 
= dene Wo + denE gl + l(wo) excE gl 
+ -.- +denz  Vh +l(woV2.. .  Vh-i) exce ?'h 
= denE{a}, r] 
[by Lemma 5.2] 
[by Lemma 5.1 ] 
[by Lemma 5.2] 
[by (5.6)] 
[by (5.4)] 
Denote by E(e,d; a ,b)  the set of all (a, b)-sequences a = (w0, F1 . . . . .  Vh), such 
= "(w0 ~, Fl = [wx] . . . . .  n = [wn], and the juxtaposition product of the that ~0 \ w0 / 
words WoW1 . . .wh belongs to R(c,d). The (a,b)-sequences in Z(c ,d ;a ,b)  may be 
regarded as cycle decompositions of biwords based on the two letters a, b. To see that 
E(c, d; a, b) is equinumerous with R(c, d), we can start with a word w ~ R(c, d) and 
set up a factorization (u0, clul, c2u2 . . . . .  cnu,) of w, where the ci's are letters either 
equal to a or b, and the ui's are words with no a's and no b's. We simply get the 
previous factorization by cutting w just before each occurrence of a or b. Clearly, 
cY--~-[(-ffO),[ClUl],[C2U2] . . . . .  [C.U.]] belongs to E(c,d; a ,b )and  the mapping w ~-~ a 
u0 
is bijective. 
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More elaborate bijections will be needed to prove our theorem 1.3. Denote by 
() R(¢, d) the set of all biwords N = N where w ~ R(e, d). The first bijection 
W ' 
(5.8) to : ~ ~ ~o(~) = (~0, ~'J . . . . .  ×~) 
of ,~(e,d) onto I2(e,d; a; b), constructed in the next subsection 5.2, will have the 
property that the juxtaposition product {~o(w)} = ~0Y1... Yh can be derived from 
= ( ; )  by a well-defined sequence of nan D-transpositions (i.e., nan the biword 
transpositions defined by means of the ordering D). Therefore, by Lemma 3.6 
(5.9) (exco, deno) ~ = (exco, deno) {~o(w)}. 
In the last subsection 5.3 another bijeetion 
(5.10) ~E : ~ ~ ~E(~) 
of /~(e, d) onto ]~(e, d; a; b) will be constructed. This time the juxtaposition product 
{~E(~)} will be obtainable from • by a sequence of Han E-transpositions. Therefore 
(5.11) (exce, denE) • = (exee, denE) {~E(w)}- 
The bijection 8 of Theorem 3.1 will then be defined by 
(5.12) 8("~) = ~ '~o(~) .  
It satisfies our requirements, as 
(exce, dene)8(w) = (exce, dene) 8(w) + 18(w) N LI [by (3.6)] 
= (exce, denE) {~eS(w)} + 18(w) ALI [by (5.11)] 
= (excE, dene) {~o(~)} + 18(w) t"l LI [by (5.12)] 
= (exco, deno) {~'o(w)} + 18(w) t-I LI [by (5.7)] 
= (exco, deno) ~ + 18(w) rl LI [by (5.9)] 
= (exco, deno) w. [by (3.6)] 
5.2. Transforming Biwords under D 
Throughout his subsection, we use the total ordering D on X and give the 
construction of to announced in (5.8). 
Let w be a_word in R(c, d), and let x be any letter occurring in w. Next, form the 
biword = loa ,  o  iblo n.m or of  movo 
right-most x in the top row of ~ to the right-hand end of that row, forming the biword 
or. Suppose that the biletter (x )  occurs at the right-hand end of a. If y = x then put .7 
y = Ix]. ff not, use Hart transpositions to move the right-most y in the top row of ot to 
the penultimate position in that row, forming a new biword/3 with the biword ( y x )  
zy  
occupying its right-most two columns. Continue in this way until a cycle y is obtained. 
That cycle is necessarily an x-cycle; denote it by YI. Thus ~ has been transformed 
into a product 8y1 for some biword 8. Since the letters in the top row of 8 will still 
be non-decreasing, it follows that /~ = w' for some word w'. (Actually, the present 
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algorithm is described in detail in [14, Algorithme 4.2] in the context of (k = 0)-cyclic 
intervals.) If w' has 9,0 occurrence of x, put ~Tn.~(w) = (w',)' j). Otherwise, apply the 
above algorithm to w'. After finitely many steps ~ is transformed into. a sequence 
of the form (fi', y, . . . . .  }'2, )'l), where u has no occurrence of x and the )'i's are all 
x-cycles. Again, put 
(5.13) r lo .x (~)  = (~' , ) ' .  . . . . .  )'2, )'~). 
Finally, let r~n.x(~) = ~ if w has no occurrence of x. Clearly, rlo,x has a well-defined 
inverse mapping O-1 that maps each forementioned sequence onto a biword ~. O.x 
Now if y is a a-cycle, written as y = [aulbu2b... U,-lbUn], where all the ui's have 
no occurrences of b (and of course of a !), define (o(Y) to be the sequence 
(5.14) (o(Y) = ( [aul], [bu2] . . . . .  [bUn-l], [bun] ). 
If y has no occurences of b, i.e., y is an a \ b-cycle, then we define (n(Y) = Y. 
Again the inverse mapping (n I is obviously defined. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let u be a word and y, z be letters. Then 
(5.15) (bua)o(a u b). 
yz  yzu  
Proof. If u is empty, then (b a )o  (a b)s ince ]b,a]o = 0. Suppose that (5.15) 
yz  yz  
is true when the length of u is l > 0. Assume first that y and z are neighbours 
with respectto (b,x). Then (bxua~o (xbua~ o (xaub~ by the inductive 
\ u] y zx  k u ]yzx  \ u /  y zx  ' 
hypothesis. As y and z are neighbours with respect o (a,x),  since ]b,x]n = In ,g in,  
we have (x  a )o  (a  x )  and so (bxua)  o (axu  b).  The case in which y 
yz  yz  yzxu  yzx  
and z are strangers with respect o (b, x) is treated similarly. 
Let 3/ be an a-cycle and (n(Y) = (80, 81 . . . . .  8,.) as in (5.14). Denote by {(o(Y)} 
the juxtaposition product 8o81 ... 8,.. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. If y is an a-cycle, then 
D 
(5.16) Y "" {Co(Y)}. 
Proof. Let y = [aulbu2] with no occurrences of b in u2. Write auj = vly for 
(a  1 b u2 a )  (ul bu2 a )o (U l  a u2 b )  = = [aul][bu2], by y~X.  Then y= ul b u2 Vl y b u2 Vl y b u2 
using (5.15). We then conclude by induction on the number of b's in [aul]. D 
The construction of to.  
(1) Start with w e R(c, d) and form N as before. 
(2) Form rio,a(w) = (u', Y. . . . . .  3/2, Yl), as in (5.13) with x = a. Note that the 
sequence reduces to ~" = N, if there is no occurrence of a in w. Otherwise, the 
sequence involves the a-cycles (Yn . . . . .  Y2, Yl)- 
(3) If necessary, apply Co to each of the a-cycles Yn . . . . .  Y2, gl, to obtain 
Co(Yi) = (8i.o, 8i.I . . . . .  8i.m,-l,Si,m, ) (i =n  . . . . .  2, 1). 
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As each Fi is an a-sequence, each 8i.0 will be an a \ b-cycle and the other 8i.i . . . . .  
8j.m,-b 81.m~ will be b \ a-cycles. 
(4) Apply OO.b tO the biword ~" that contains no a, to obtain rlo.b('ff) = 
(u",Y",, . . . . .  Y~',Yl"), as in (5.13) with x = b. Note that the sequence reduces to 
~" = ~', if there is no occurrence of b in u. 
(5) Then ~o(w) is the juxtaposition product of the sequences: 
~o(~) = (nO.b('~), ¢o(×,)  . . . . .  ¢o(~1)) 
~l  I t  I I  I t  
= (u ,  y.  . . . . . . .  Y:,  Yl ,  8n,o, 8.,1 . . . . .  8..=.-1, 8.,=., 
.... 81.o, 8~.i ..... 81.m,-l, 81.,,,,). 
Property (5.9) holds since rlO.b('ff) can be obtained from ~ by a sequence of 
D-transpositions, as well as the ~'o(y~)'s by Proposition 5.5. 
To recover the biword ~ from an (a, b)-sequence ~ = (~0, YI ..... Yh), 
(5') cut the sequence (YI ..... Yh) before each a \b-cycle to obtain (coo I co! I ... I o~t), 
where each coo is empty or is a (juxtaposition) product of b \ a-cycles and the other col 
(i > I) aro juxtaposition products of one a \ b-cycle followed by b \ a-cycles. 
(4') Determine r10!b(W0, coO). 
(3') Determine ¢ol(coi) for i = I ..... I. 
(2') The biword ~ is the image by -i OO.a of the sequence 
(~o!~(~0, coo), ¢~i (col) ..... ¢~i (cot)). 
(I') The bottom row of the latter biword is the word w. 
Example. Let X = [5 ] and let D be the natural ordering on X. Let I, 2 and 3 be 
small and 4 and 5 be large. Thus a = 4, b = 3. Let w = 3, 2, 2, 4, 3, 5, I, 5, 3, I. Then 
(1 1223334551)  
(1 )~=l , l ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,5and~= 322435153 " 
((2 2 3 5), [4, I, 5, 3, 3, I]) (2) Sort out the 4-cycle: OD,4(~) = 2 3 2 5 
(3) Then break that 4-cycle: ¢D([4, I, 5, 3, 3, I] = [4, I, 5][3][3, I]. 
(4) Sort out the 3-cycles: ~7o.3(u') = rlo.3 2 3 2 = [3, 2, 5]. 
(5) Thus ~o(~) = (2, [3, 2, 5], [4, 1,5], [3], [3, 1]). 
5.3. Transforming Biwords under E 
Throughout this section, we use the total ordering E on X. Our aim is to show 
that the algorithm described above for the construction of ~o also applies to ~e, once 
the subscript D is replaced by E. Accordingly, the mappings r/~.x and CE are to be 
defined, as well as their inverses. 
The definition of rle.~ is the same as the definition of rTo.~ shown in (5.13), the Han 
E-transpositions replacing the Han D-transpositions. The reverse mapping -i rlE.~ is also 
derived in the same way. 
The definition of ~e requires a more detailed analysis of the ordering E. For 
x, y ~ {a, b} define x -< y if and only if a and x are neighbours with respect o (a, y). 
Then x -< x if x is small, while x 7~ x if x is large. Next, we have x -< y and x ~ y if 
and only if one of the three conditions holds: 
(i) x <EY<~a<eb; ( i i )  a<zb<ex<Ey; ( i i i )  y<za  <eb<nx.  
Note that by (5.2), x -< y if and only if a and x are strangers with respect o (b, y). 
Let w = xlx~.. .xm be a non-empty word in the-alphabet X \ {a, b}. We define 
a bijection h ~ l of the interval {0, 1 . . . . .  m} onto {0, 1 . . . . .  m} as follows [by 
convention: x0 = Xra+l ~ (X~]" 
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(i) if h = 0, or if 1 < h < m - 1 and Xh "< xh+~, define l to be the smallest integer 
such that h + 1 < l and xt -< xt+l. 
(ii) if 1 < h < m - 1 and xh ~ Xh+l, or if h = m, define l to be the greatest integer 
such that l + 1 < h and xt ~ xt+l. 
On Fig. 4 part of the word w is represented as a polygonal ine in the Euclidean 
plane joining the points (h,xh) to (h + 1,Xn+l), etc. In case (i) the integer l is the 
abscissa of the nearest rise xt -< xt+~ to the right of the rise Xn -< xh+~, while in 
case (ii) l is the abscissa of the nearest descent xt ~ xt+l to the left of the descent 
Xh 7~ Xn+l. This suffices to show that h ~ l is bijective, and the inverse l w-~ h is 
defined in the same way, using the forementioned geometric representation, i.e., 
Xh 
Xh+l 
hh+l  
case (i) 
Xt+ 1 
1+1 
FIGURE 4. 
X 
l l+ l  
case (ii) 
(i) if l = m, or if 1 < l < m - 1 and x I -< Xl+l, define h to 
such that h + 1 < l and xh -< Xh+l; 
(ii) if 1 <h <m-- I  andxt Cxt+l, or if 1=0,  define h to 
such that l + 1 < h and xh 7~ xn+l. 
\ 
Xh+l 
hh+l  
be the greatest integer 
be the smallest integer 
Let ~o be the bijection that maps the ordered pair of words determined by h onto the 
pair of words determined by l, i.e., 
(5.17) ~o(xl . . .  xh, xh+~...xm) = (x~ . . .x t ,  Xl+l . . .Xm) 
and denote by ~o -~ its inverse. The bijection ~o is used in the definition of the following 
transformation ~. Let n > 0 and U = (u0, ul . . . . .  u,) be a sequence of words in the 
alphabet X \ {a,b} (some possibly empty). If n = 0, define ~(U)  = (Uo). Suppose 
n > 1; then ~(U)  is defined recursively by: 
~o(u._l, u.) = (u'._ l, On); 
(5.18) ~(U0, Ul . . . . .  Un-2, U'._~) = (V0, Vl . . . . .  V._~); 
¢~(U)  = di)(u O, Ul . . . . .  Idn_ 2, Un- l ,  Un) ~- (7)0, 1)1 . . . . .  13n-I, Vn). 
As ~o is bijective, • is also bijective with • -1 given by: 
! 
if ~- l(vo, vl . . . . .  v,-2, v,- l )  = (Uo, Ul . . . . .  u,-2, Un_l), 
and ~0-1(U'n_l, On) = (Un-l, U.), 
then O- l (v  o, vl . . . . .  vn-l, v.) = (Uo, ul . . . . .  u._2, un-l, u.). 
Example. Consider the ordering 1 <E 2 <e 4 <e 3 <e 5, where 1,2, 3 are small, 
while 4,5 are large. Let a = 4 and b = 3, so that 5 -~ 1 -< 2. Next consider 
the sequence of words U = (1 ,2 ,2 ,5 ;  5, 5 ,2;  1 ,2 ,5 ;  e; 2 ,1 ,5 ,1 )  separated by 
semi-colons, with e de0oting the empty word. We have successively: 
~o(e; 27~17~5-<1)=(2 ,1 ,5 ;  1), so that u~ = 2,1, 5 and v4=l ;  
as 5-~2,  ~o(1,2,5; 2¢1¢5)=(1 ,2 ,5 ,2 ,1 ,5 ;  e) andv3=e;  
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as 2 74 1, ~o(5 ¢ 5 -,~ 2; 1 ,2,5,2,1,5)  = (5; 5 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,5 ,2 ,1 ,5 )  and 
v2 =5,2 ,  1,2,5,2, 1,5; 
as 5 74 5, ~o(1 -< 2-< 2 74 5; 5 )=(1 ,2 ,2 ;  5,5) and vl =5,5 ,  vo-- 1,2,2. 
Thus V=(1 ,2 ,2 ;  5,5; 5 ,2 ,1 ,2 ,5 ,2 ,1 ,5 ;  e; 1). 
We are now ready to define the bijection (E. Let y -= [buoaula...au~] 
be a b-cycle, the words ui's having no occurrences of a and b. Let 
• (u0, ul . . . . .  u,) = (v0, vl . . . . .  v,). Then put 
(5.19) (e(Y) = ([boo], [avl] . . . . .  [ave]). 
Following the recursive definition of • we can also write when n > 1: 
if ~0(u,_l, Un) = (U'~_ l, V,) and y'  = [buoaul... au,_2au'~_l], then 
(5.20) ~'E(Y) = (¢~(Y'), [av,]). 
From what has been said about tp and • the mapping ~'E is clearly bijective and its 
inverse ¢~1 well-defined. The crucial point is to prove the analogue of Proposition 5.5, 
i.e., Proposition 5.7 that we will state after the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let u be a word with no occurrences of a and b and y, z ~ a, b. Then 
a u u 
(5.21, (yzb)~(~za) .  
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 5.4 with the sole difference 
that In, b i t  = {a,b}, while ]a,b]o = 0, but the same steps hold, because u has no 
occurrences of a and b and y, z 5~ a, b. [7 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If y is a b-cycle, then 
E 
(5.22) r "" {¢E(Y)}. 
Proof. Let y = [buoaula.,.au.] with no occurrences of a and b in the ui's. If 
n = 0, there is nothing to prove since ee(Y) = (Y). Suppose n > 1 and take up again 
the notations of (5.19). Also, let U._l = Xl. . .xh, u. = xh+l...x,,, V',_ 1 = xl . . .xt ,  
v. =Xt+l ..,X,.. Finally, let w,-2 = uoaula...au,_2, if n > 2 and wn-2 = e, if n = 1. 
Consider the two cases (i) and (ii) introduced in the definition of ~0: 
Case (i) reads either h =0,  i.e., u._l empty, or 1 < h < m-1  and Xh "<Xh+l; 
furthermore l satisfies the relations: h + 1 < l, Xh+l 74 Xh+2 74 "'" 74 Xl--I 7 ~ Xl, but 
xt "< xt+l. If h=Oandz=aor  b, we have (a Xh+l ) ~ (x? l  a)  (a  xh+, ) e ; also -~ 
z a a Xh a 
Xh+la) if 1 <h. Moreover, as (axh+2]~(xh+2a)  . . . .  (a xt )~(  xt a) ,  
Xh X l - I  X l - I  - -  Xh+ 1 / \Xh+ 1 a ' a 
but (a  x,+l) ~ (x~l  a ) ,  moving a (using Hun E-transpositions)to he right, just 
Xl Xl 
after xt+~, transforms y into the biword: 
Finally, 
y ,~(  Wn-2  Xl . . .  X h Xh+l Xh+2 . . .  Xl Xl+l a Xl+2 . , .  b ) 
b Wn_  2 , . .  Xh_  1 X h Xh+ 1 . . .  X l_  I a x I Xl+ 1 x m " 
y , ,~(wn-2  x! ... xt Xl+l b xt+2.., a )  
b Wn-  2 . . .  X l_  1 a X I Xl+ 1 X m 
~(w~-2  xl ... x, b Xt+lX,+2... a )  
Wn_ 2 XI_ 1 X I a Xl+ 1 x m 
[by Lemma 5.6] 
[as x~ -< xt+x] 
= [bw._2v ' . _ l ] [av . ]  = r ' [av . ]  £ {¢E(},')[av.]} = {¢E(r)], 
by induction on n (see (5.20) and (5.22)). 
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Case (ii) reads either h = m, i.e., u~ empty, or 1 < h < m - 1 and Xh 7~ Xh+l; this 
time l satisfies the relations: l < h - 1, xt+l -< xt+2 -< ... -< Xh-3 "< xh, but xt 7~ xt+l. If 
h =m,  then (a  b )~(b  a ) ,bu  t (a  Xh+l )E (XT l  a ) i f  h <mr-1 .  First we 
X h X h X h a x h - -  
apply either one of those Han transpositions on y and make use of Lemma 5.6 to g~t 
the biword 
~/ , ,=fWn-2  Xl . . .  Xh Xh+l b Xh+2. . .  Xm a ~. 
\ b ] Wn-  2 . . .  Xh_ 1 a Xh Xh+l Xm- I  Xm 
Now, asxhT~Xh+bwehave(X71 b)~(bXh+l ) .A l so there la t ionsxh_ l -<Xh . . . . .  
X h a Xh 
xt+l'<Xt+2 imply: (xXh_l b )~(a  b Xh ), .. (x t+2ba)~(bXl+2 ~ Thus g" is 
a Xh_ I " ' \X l+ 1 Xl+ 1 / "  
transformed into the biword 
y,, ,=(w~2 Xl ... x, X,+l bx,+2.., x, a )  
ll)n_ 2 . . .  XI_ 1 X l a x l+ 1 Xm_ I x m 
E (Wn_  2 X 1 . . .  X I b Xl+l Xl+2 . . .  x m a ) 
b Wn_  2 X l - I  xl a Xl+ I gin_ 1 x m 
= y'[av,] ~ {¢E(V')[aVn]} = {¢E(Y)}, 
using the fact that xt ¢ xt+l in the second step. [7 
The construction of ~E- 
(1) Start with w ~ R(c, d) and form ~. 
(2) Form 0E.b(w)= (U',V~ . . . . .  Y2, VI), as in (5.13) with x = b using Han 
E-transpositions instead of Han D-transpositions. 
(3) If necessary, apply CE to each of the b-cycles V, . . . . .  Y2, Vl. 
(4) Apply 0E.a to the biword ~. 
(5) Then ~E(w) is the juxtaposition product of the sequences: 
~E(~) = (rlE.a(~'), CE(~'~) . . . . .  ¢o0'1)).  
Property (5.11) holds since r/z.a(u') can be obtained from ~ by a sequence of 
E-transpositions, as well as the Ce(yi)'s by Proposition 5.7. 
We recover the biword ~ from each (a, b)-sequence a by reversing the previous 
steps, as was explained after the definition of ~o given in the previous subsection; 
Example. Let X = [5 ] and let D be the natural ordering on X. Let 1, 2 and 3 be 
small and 4 and 5 be large. Thus a = 4, b = 3. It was shown in the previous subsection 
that the word w = 3,2, 2,4,3,  5, 1,5, 3, 1 was mapped onto the (a, b)-sequence: 
/Jo(~) = (2, [3, 2, 51, [4, 1,51, [3], [3, 11). 
Reverse the orders of 3 and 4 to obtain the E-ordering as in the previous example. 
The construction of ~-1~o(~) is made as follows: 
(5') Cut the sequence of a- or b-cycles just before each b \ a-cycle: 
[ [3, 2, 5], [4, 1,5] I [31 I [3, 1]. 
(4') The sequence of cycles does not start with an a-cycle: 0~14(:2) = 2. 
(3') Apply ~'t71 to each sequence determined by the factorization in (5'): as 5 -< 1, 
¢p-1(2,5; 1,5) = (e; 2,5, 1,5), so that ~'i1([3, 2, 5], [4, 1,5]) = [3,4,2,5,  1,5]; also 
¢~71([3]) = [3] and ¢k-'([3, 1]) = [3, 1]. 
(2') Determine r1~3(2, [3, 4, 2, 5, 1,5], [3], [3, 1]), i.e., form the juxtaposition product 
(2425 1533 1 ~) 
2 3 4 2 5 1 5 3 3 and transform the top row into a non-decreasing row using 
as few Han E-transpositions as possible (move the second leftmost 2 to the second 
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position, then .the leftmost 1 to the first position . . . .  ) to obtain 
(1122433355)  
3224531531 " 
(1') Then, as defined in (5.12), 8(w) = 3, 2, 2, 4, 5, 3, 1,5, 3, 1. 
We can verify that (exco, deno)(w) = (excE, dene)(S(w)) = (5, 24). 
the biword 
6. RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
In this section we give recurrence relations for the generating function Ac, d(t, q). 
Write 
(6.1) Ac.d(t, q) = Z At,e.s(q)tS' 
s>_O 
so that Ac.d.s(q) is the generating polynomial for the words w e R(c, d) such that 
desk w ----- s by the k-major index. We will use the notation [S]q for 1 +q+q2+. . .+qS- l .  
PROPOSITION 6.1. With m = c + d the following relations hold 
(6.2) (1 ~+l -- q )Ac+b.d(t, q) 
(1  - J+"  = tq )Ac.d(t, q) -- qCj+l (1 -- t)Ac.d(tq, q); 
(6.3) (1 -- q--ak--l)Ac.d+lk(t,q) 
= --(1 -- tql+")Ac,a(t, q) + q-dk(1 -- t)Ac.a(tq, q); 
(6.4) [cj + 1]qAc+b.a.s(q) 
= [c /+ 1 + s]qAc,d,s(q) -q- qS+CJ[1 + m -- s -- Cj]qAe.d.s-l(q); 
(6.5) [dk d- 1]qAc.d+lk.s(q) 
= qa~+l[s -- dk]qAc.d.s(q) d- qS[2 q- m -- s + dk]qAc,d.s_l(q); 
Proof. The latter two identities are equivalent o the former two ones. Consider 
relation (6.4) first. By the invariance principle for maj, this relation is equivalent to the 
relation formed when j is replaced by any i such that 1 < i < j .  It is convenient to 
prove the relation for i = 1, and we rewrite the relation in the form 
(6.6) (1 + q + . . .  + qC')Ac+l~,d.s(q ) 
c~ +s (q Cl +s  m = (1 +q +' ' '  +q  )Ac,d,,(q) + +' ' "  +q )Ac.a.s-l(q). 
Consider the set R*(e + l l, d, s) of I -marked words, i.e., rearrangements w* of 
1c~+1... r dk with s k-descents uch that exactly one letter equal to 1 has been marked. 
Each word w ~ R(c+ l l ,d )  that has s k-descents gives rise to cl + 1 marked words 
w (°) . . . . .  w tc~). Define 
maj* w °) = maj~ w + n2, 
where nl is the number of letters equal to 1 to the right of the marked 1. Then clearly 
Hence 
c! 
Emaj*  w ci) = (1 + q +. . .  + qC,) majk w. 
i=0 
(1 Jr q +. . .  -t-qCl)Ae+l~,d,s(q) = E qmaj" w 
wcR*(c+I i,d,s) 
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Let the word w = x lx2 . . .xm ~ R(c,d) have s k-descents. We say that w has 
m + 1 slots xixi+h i = 0 . . . . .  m (where we put x0 = 0 and xm+l = *). Call the slot 
x~x~+l green if either x~x~+l is a k-descent, xi = l or i = 0. Call the other slots red. 
Then there are 1 + s + cl green slots and m -s -  cl red slots. Label th~ green slots 
0, 1 . . . . .  c~ + s from right to left, and label the red slots cl + s + 1 . . . . .  m from left to 
right. 
For example, with X=[3] ,  j=2andk=l ,  the word w=221321233 has 
51-descents and 10 slots. As Cl = 2, there are 8 green slots and 2 red slots, labelled 
as follows 
slot 1212111312111213131*  
label 7 8 6 5 4 3 2 9 1 0 
Denote by w (° the word obtained from w by inserting a marked 1 into the i-th slot. 
Then it may be verified that 
(6.7) deSk w (i) { deSk w, if i < ci + s; 
= deSkW + 1, otherwise. 
(6.8) maj* w (i) = majk w + i. 
Example. Consider the above word w. The following table shows the values bf desk 
and maj* on w ¢i). We show k-descents thus: 2-1.  The marked 1 is shown in italics. 
w(O 
2 2^1 3~2~1 2 3A3~1 
2 2^1 3~2-1 2 3~1 3 ~ 
2 2^1 3~2~1 1 2 3-3  ~ 
2 2^1 3~2^I  1 2 3~3 A 
2 2^1 3^I  2-1 2 3-3  ~ 
2 2AI 1 3-2~1 2 3-3  A 
2 2A1 1 3-2~1 2 3~3 A 
1 2 2~1 3 -2 -1  2 3-3  ~ 
2A1 2~1 3-2A1 2 3-3  - 
2 2~1 3~2~1 2~1 3-3  ~ 
deSl w (i) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
maj* W (i) 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
So each word w e R(c, d) with s k-descents and majk w = n gives rise to Cl + s + 1 
marked words in R*(c + l l ,d , s )  with maj* equal to n,n  + 1 . . . . .  n + cl.+ s; and to 
m-s-c l  marked words in R*(c+l  i, d, s+ l )  with maj* equal to n+c l+s+l  . . . . .  n+m.  
Hence a word w in R(c, d) with s - 1 k-descents gives rise to m - s + 1 - cl marked 
words in R*(c + 11, d, s) with maj* equal to majk w + Cl + s . . . . .  majk w + c. This now 
proves relation (6.6). 
We now consider elation (6.5), which we will rewrite in the form 
(6.9) (1 + q +. . .  + qdOAc, a+lk,s(q) 
= (qak+l +. . .  + qS)Ac,d,s(q) + (qS +. . .  + ql+m+doAc,d,s_l(q)" 
Consider the set R*(e,d + lk, s) of r-marked words, i.e., rearrangements w* of 
lC~.., r dk+l with s k-descents uch that exactly one letter equal to r has been marked. 
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Each word w ~ R(e, d + lk) that has s k-descents gives rise to dk + 1 marked words 
w ¢°) . . . . .  w Cake. Define 
maj* w ci) = majk w + nr, 
where nr is the number of letters equal to r to the left of the marked r. Then clearly 
dk 
E maj* w ti) = (1 + q +. . .  + qd~) majk w. 
i=0 
Hence 
(1 + q +. . .  + qdk)Ae.a+lk.s(q) = E qmaj" w. 
w~R" (c.d+lk.s) 
Let the word w = x lx2 . . .Xm ~ R(c, d) have s k-descents. Then, as before, w has 
m + 1 slots xixi+n, i = 0 . . . . .  m (where we put x0 = 0 and Xm+l = *). Call the slot 
xixi+n green if xixi+l is a k-descent and x~ < r. Call the other slots red. Then there are 
s - dk geen slots and m + 1 - s + dk red slots. Label the green slots 0, 1 . . . . .  s - dk -- 1 
from right to left, and label the red slots dk -  s . . . . .  m from left to right. 
For example, with X = [3], j = 2 and k = 1, the word w = 2213"21233 has 
5 l-descents and 10 slots. As d l= 3, there are 2 green slots and 8 red slots, labelled 
as follows 
slot 1212111312111213131*  
label 2 3 1 4 5 0 6 7 8 9 
Denote by w (° the word obtained from w by inserting a marked r into the i-th slot. 
Then it may be verified that 
(6.10) desk w (i) = [ desk w, if i < s -- dk -- 1; 
desk w + 1, otherwise. 
(6.11) maj* w ¢i) = majk w + i + dk + 1. 
Each word w ~ R(e,d) with s k-descents and majkw = n gives rise to s - -dk  
marked words in R*(e,d + lk,s) with maj* equal to n,n  + 1 . . . . .  n +s - -dk -  1; 
and to m+ 1- -s+dk  marked words in R* (e ,d+ lk, s+ 1) with maj* equal to 
n+s+l  . . . . .  n+m+dk+l .  Hence a word w in R(e,d) with s -1  k-descents 
gives rise to m+2-s -dk  marked words in R* (e ,d+ lk, s) with maj* equal to 
majk w + s . . . . .  majk w + m + dk + 1. This now proves relation (6.7). 
Example. The following table shows as before the values of desk and maj* when 
r = 3 is inserted in w. 
i 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
9 2 
w(O 
2 2^1 3^2 3~1 2 3^3 ^ 
2 2 3~1 3^2~1 2 3^3 ~ 
3~2 2~1 3~2~1 2 3^3~ 
2 3~2~1 3~2~1 2 3~3 ~ 
2 2~1 3~3~2~1 2 3~3~ 
2 2~1 3~3~2~1 2 3~3~ 
2~1 3~2~1 3~2 3~3 ~ 
2~1 3~2~1 2 3~3~3 ~
2^1 3~2~1 2 3~3~3 ~
2~1 3~2A1 2 3A3A3 A 
deSl w (i) 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
maj* W (i) 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
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A short table for the polynomials Ae.a(t, q): 
Ato)xo)(t,q) = 1, Acs)xo)(t, q) = 1, A¢o).m(t,q) = tq, 
Af2),to)(t, q) = 1, AfnA),(o)(t, q) = 1 + qt, Ao).fl)(t, q) = tq + tq 2, 
A(o),oA)(t, q) = tq 2 + t2q 3, A(o),(2)(t, q) = t2q 3, 
A(3),fo)(t, q) = 1, A(2.1).co)(t, q) = 1 + tq + tq 2, 
AO.1A).to)(t, q) = 1 + 2tq + 2tq 2 + t2q 3, Af2)Xl)(t, q) = tq + tq 2 + tq 3, 
AO,1),O ) = tq + 2tq 2 + tq 3 + t2q 3 + t2q 4, 
Ao),(tA)(t, q) = tq 2 + tq 3 + t2q 3 + 2t2q 4 + t2q 5, 
Atl),C2)(t,q) = t2q 3 + t2q 4 + t2q 5, A¢0),(LL1)(t,q) = tq 3 + 2t2q 4 + 2t2q 5 + t3q 6, 
Ato),f2A)(t, q) = t2q 4 -t- t2q 5 + t3q 6, A(o).(3)(t, q) = t3q 6. 
7. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
In this section we use the recurrence relations (6.2) and (6.3) to prove Theorem 1.4. 
Thus let 
(7.1) 
uCv_______~ " 
A(t, q; u, v) := E (t; q)l+m Ac,d(t, q). 
c.d 
We will consider the partial q-difference 
Duj = A(t, q; un . . . . .  uj; v) - A(t, q; ul . . . . .  uj_l, ujq; v). 
Directly from equation (7.1) we obtain 
D~j = ~-'~(1 - qcj+l) uC+bvd 
c.d (t; q)2+-"""~ Ae+lj'd(t' q) 
= E( I  -- tq m+l) ue+bvd 
c.d (t; q)2+"""~ Ac.d(t, q) 
- EqC J+ l (1  - t) - -  
c.d 
uC+ l,t V d 
Ac.d(tq, q) 
(t; q)2+m 
using relation (6.2). Now 
and 
~--~.(1 _m+h uc+Ij vd 
- - t t t  )Z - - '7" - -  
c,d (t; q)2+m 
uC+ 1 j vd 
- Ae .d ( t ,  q) = E Ae.d(t, q) (t; q)l+rn c,d 
= ujA(t, q; u, v) 
uc+ lj V d 
E qCj+l (1 -- t) (t; q)2+m 
e,d 
ue+ljqCj+Iv d 
- -Ac .d ( tq ,  q) = E (tq; q)l+m Ac.d(tq, q) 
e.d 
= ujqA(tq,  q; u I . . . . .  U j _ I ,  ujq, v). 
Hence 
(7.2) A(t, q; u, v) -- A(t, q; us . . . . .  Uj_l, ujq, v) 
= ujA(t, q; u, v) - ujqA(tq, q; ul . . . . .  uj-1, ujq, v). 
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The (partial) q-difference quation with respect o each us (i = 1 . . . .  , j )  has the form 
(7.3) A(t,  q; u, v) -- A(t,  q; ul . . . . .  uiq . . . . .  uj, v) 
= uiA(t ,  q; u, v) -- uiqA(tq ,  q; ul . . . . .  uiq . . . . .  uj, v). 
In the same way, (6.3) leads to the q-difference quation 
(7.4) A(t, q; u, vl . . . . .  vtq . . . . .  Ok) -- A(t,  q; u, v) 
= -v tqA( t ,  q; u, Vl . . . . .  vtq . . . . .  vk) + vtqA(tq ,  q; u, v), 
for 1 = 1 . . . . .  k. Now let 
A(t ,q ;  u,v) = E tSGs(u, v ,q ) .  
s>O 
From (7.3) we get 
E f ( l  -- ui)Gs(u,  v, q) = Et ' (1  - uiqs+l)Gs(u I . . . .  
s_>0 s>0 
, u iq  . . . . .  U j ,  v, q). 
Taking the coefficient of t ' in both members yields the relation 
(7.5) Gs(u, v, q) - 
] - -u iq  s+l 
1 - -U  i 
Gs(ul . . . . .  uiq . . . . .  uj, v, q), 
for i = 1 . . . . .  j .  Similarly, from equation (7.4) we get the relation 
(7.6) 1 +vtq  Gs(u, vl .. v tq , . ,  vk ,q)  Gs(u, v, q) - 1 + vtq s+l . . . . .  
fo r /= 1 . . . . .  k. 
Now put 
(7.7) Fs(u,v,q)  =Gs(u ,  v,q) 
(u; q)s+l 
( -vq ;  q)s'  
where we have used the notation (u;q)s+l = (ul;q)~+l . . . (u j ;q )s+l  and a similar 
notation for ( -vq;q)~.  Then from equations (7.5) and (7.6) we deduce that for 
i=1  . . . . .  j and l = 1 . . . . .  k, 
(7.8) 
Fs(u, v, q) = Fs(ul . . . . .  uiq . . . . .  uj, v, q) 
Fs(u, v, q) = Fs(u, vl . . . . .  vtq . . . . .  Vk, q) 
But Fs(u, v, q) can be expressed as Fs(u, v, q) = ~ UCVdF~.cd(q), where Fs.e.d(q) is a 
¢,d 
power series in non-negative powers of q. Fix a non-zero pair (c, d) and let a be a 
non-zero component of (c, d). Then relation (7.8) implies that F~.c,d(q) = qaF~,c.d(q). 
Therefore, F,.c.d(q) = 0. Hence Fs(u, v, q) = Fs,o,o(q). It remains to evaluate F~,o,o(q). 
From (7.7) 
F~,o,o(q) = F~(u, v, q) lu  O, v = 0 
(u; q)s+7 I = Gs(u, v, q) ( -vq ;  q)s u = 0, v = 0 = Gs(0, 0, q) = 1, 
Eulerian Calculus, H 
as ~-~tSGs(O,O,q)= A( t ,q ;O ,O)= 1/(t;q)l = Y]t  s. Thus Gs(u,v,q) - 
s~_O s~_O 
by (7.7). This proves theorem 1.4. 
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(U; q)s+l 
8. INTERPOLATING q-EULER1AN POLYNOMIALS 
Let Ak~(t, q) = Av.lk(t, q) ( j  + k = r), which is the generating polynomial for the 
symmetric group b~r by the two-variable statistic (deSk, majk). We wish to derive the 
following equation. 
_ _  j k k 1 Akr(l, q) = ~ ts[S "~- 1]qq [S]q. 
(8.1) (t; q)l+r s>0 
First, let 
r 
k s (8.2) Air(t, q) = y~ A~.s(q)t (0 < k < r). 
s=0 
Then relations (6.4) and (6.5) are rewritten, the first one with c = I j-~, c./ = 0, 
re=r -1  andd=l  k, 
(8.3) A~.s(q) = [1 + S]qAkr_l,s + q'[r -- slqA~_l.s_l(q); 
the second one w i the=l J ,  dk=0,  m=r-1  andd=lk - l ,  
(8.4) Akrs(q) k-1 k-! . = q[s]qAr_l,s(q) + qS[1 + r -- $]qAr_l.s_ 1 (q). 
As the polynomial A~(t, q) is also the generating polynomial for ,~'0 r by any pair 
(deSk.o, majk,o), where D is an arbitrary total order on [ r ] (see [6]), it makes sense to 
consider the polynomial 
(8.5) [ r~xk r-kAk, tAr(x ,y ; t ,q )= ~-~Ar.s(X,y;q)tS= y~k ) Y r ' 'q )  
s k 
:~X (:) xkyr-k~Akr's(q)[$'$ 
Using (8.3) and (8.4) it is easy to derive the following recurrence relation for the 
polynomials Ar, s(x, y; q). We find 
(8.6) Ar.s(X, y; q) = (q[S]qX + [s + l]qy)Ar-l.s(X, y; q) 
+ qS([r -- s + ]]qX + [r -- S]qy)Ar_l,s_l(X, y; q). 
Following Garsia's method [11] introduce the Eulerian differential operator 3t (see also 
[1]) defined by 
P(qt) - P(t) 
8tP(t) -- 
t(q -- 1) 
In particular, 8 i t s= [S]qt ~-I and 8t(1/( t ;q)r )= [s]/(t; q)r+l. Also note the rule for 
St-differentiating a product: 
8t(P(t)Q(t)) = 8tP(t).Q(qt) 5r P(t).St Q(t). 
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Using this operator (8.6) may be rewritten as 
(8.7) At(x, y; t, q) = Ar_l(x, y; tq, q)(y + ytq[r - 1]q d-xtq[r]q) 
+ 8tAr-l(x, y; t, q)t(1 - tqr)(qx d- y). 
Next introduce 
u r u ~ A~(x, y; t, q) 
(8.8) G=G(x 'y ; t 'q ;u )=~- '~- ' -~ . tSGr ' s (x 'y ;q )=~- ' r !  ( t ;q ) r+l"  
r>O s>_O " r>O 
The forementioned relation (8.7) may be expressed as 
t(qx + y)(1 - tqr+l)SrAr(x, y; t, q) 
= Ar+l(x, y; t, q) - Ar(x, y; tq, q)(y d- ytq[r]q +xtq[r + 1]q). 
Nw 8,-differentiate (8.8) and make use of the previous relation. An easy calculation 
leads to 
(8.9) t(qx + y)StG(x, y; t, q; u) + yG(x, y; tq, q; u) = DuG(x, y; t, q; u), 
where "Du" is the usual derivative with respect to u. Consider the coefficients of 
urt'/r! in both members of (8.9). We get 
(qx + y)[s]qG~,s(x, y; q) + yqSG~.s(x, y; q) = Gr+l(x, y; q). 
On the other hand, G(x, y; t, q; u = O) = Ao(x,y;t ,q)/(t ;q)t = 1/ (1 -  t). 
Therefore, Go,s(x, y; q) = 1 for all s > 0. Hence G~+l.s(x, y; q) = (qx[s]q + 
y[S]q d- yqS)G~,s(x, y; q) = (xq[s]q + y[s + 1]q)Gr.s(X, y; q)  and Gr.s(X, y; q) = 
(xq[s]q q- y[s + 1]q) s (r > 0). Thus 
r~>O ur ar(x' y; t'q) r~>O s~>O ur (8.10) ~- ~, q"~r~l = "~tS(xq[S]q + y[s + 1]q) * 
- -  - -  - -  r .  
(8.11) = ~_t" exp(u(xq[s]q + y[s + l]q)). 
s>0 
Note that (8.1) is equivalent to (8.10). 
Remark. For k = 0 the polynomial Akr(t, q) is the usual q-Eulerian polynomial (see, 
e.g. [2], [3], [4], [11], [12], [13]) 
a°(t, q) = ~ t~SWq rnajw (w E 5er), 
to 
which is the generating polynomial for b~r by the usual number of descents "des" and 
the major index "maj." The generating function for those polynomials is given by (see 
op. tit.) 
u r A°(t, q) 
(8.12) ~ r[ (t; q)~+l -- ~-'tSexp(u[s + 1]q). 
r_>O s>O 
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Also the polynomials tA°r(t, q) have the generating function 
u r tA°r(t, q) 
Comparing (8.12) and (8.13) with (8.11) we see that the polynomials Ar(x ,y ; t ,q )  
interpolate the usual q-Eulerian polynomials A°r(t,q) = A~(x = 0, y = 1; t ,q)  and 
qrtA°r(t,q) = A~(x = 1, y = 0; t ,q) .  
There is also a method of deriving the generating function for the polynomials 
Ar(x, y; t, q), i.e., (8.10)--(8.11), directly from (8.12). From the combinatorial 
interpretation of  A~(t,q)  as a generating polynomial for b~r by (desk, majk), it is 
easy to obtain the identity 
Akr(t, q) = Akr -1 (t, q) + (tq ~ - 1)A~- I (t, q) 
By iteration we get 
A~(t, q) = Z (tqr - 1)(tqr-' -- 
$=0 
Hence 
At(x,  y; t, q) = 
and 
1) . . .  (tq r-s+l 
r !  ,xkyr_ k 
(r - k)!s!  (k - s)t O~s<k<r 
X (tq r -- 1)(tq r-I -- 
r~>O ur Ar(x, y; t, q) 
_ r[  (t; q)r+l 
(1 <k  <r )  
- 1)A°_s(t, q). 
1) . . .  (tq ~-'+l -- 1)A°_s(t, q) 
U~+"+mx~+"ym (-- 1 )~ o 
Y~ s v n t m! (t; q).+m+l --"+m't'  
A t  q) 
s ,n .m ?_O " " 
= expC--ux) Z (uCx -t- y))S 1.__~AOs(t, q)
s>__0 s! (t; q)s+l 
= y~ t s exp(u(xqts]q + y[s + 1]q) ) ,  
r>_0 
using (8.12) in the last step. 
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